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December -Bring & Tell
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Samples of members’ turned work,
brought and told about, before rounding
off the meeting by sampling certain
non-turned samples!
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January - Hands on

At which Roger Busfield (Spindle turning); Peter Osborn (Mushrooms);
Gordon McIver (Tool sharpening); Bill Robinson (Thread chasing) gave
demonstrations and invited anyone to have a go.

Danny looked after membership renewals, welcoming one ‘new’ member -
Rod Russell rejoining the ranks - and then demonstrated turning goblets. and
the library was also open in the hands of Jack Beckett.

There were also several pieces  of Members’ turning on show.
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Reminder

The project for this years President's
Challenge, to be presented at the 2011 AGM
in April, will be your choice of something to
grace the dining table. Plenty of choice here!

The winner will be presented with our tro-
phy to hold for the year plus a cash prize.
Runner-up will also qualify for a cash prize.
Time to get busy and come up with some-
thing of interest and maybe useful. As in
previous years the entries will be judged by
the membership attending the AGM and note
should be taken of the ideas and innovation
as well as turning skills involved.

Alf
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Dead centre.

One of the best marksmen in the FBI was passing through a small town.

Everywhere he saw evidences of the most amazing shooting. On trees, on

walls, and on fences there were numerous bull's-eyes with the bullet hole

in dead centre.

The FBI man asked one of the townsmen if he could meet the person responsi-
ble for this wonderful marksmanship.

The man turned out to be the village idiot. "This is the best marksmanship I
have ever seen," said the FBI man. "How in the world do you do it?"

"Nothing to it," said the idiot. "I shoot first and draw the circles afterward."

Dictionary definitions:

Adult - A person who has stopped growing at both ends and is now growing

in the middle.

Beauty Parlour -  A place where women curl up and dye.

Cannibal -  Someone who is fed up with people.

Committee -  A body that keeps minutes and wastes hours.

Dust - Mud with the juice squeezed out.

Egotist - Someone who is usually me-deep in conversation.

Gossip - A person who will never tell a lie if the truth will do more damage.

Handkerchief - Cold storage.

Raisin - A grape with sunburn.

Secret -  Something you tell to one person at a time.

Wrinkles - Something other people have. You have character lines!

Acoustic - wooden pole used by Highland herdsmen…
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February

Roger Busfield.

Spalted Sycamore turned to bowl
shape and a finger injury caused by
a sheep

Setting up router and jig

Index device set up with 6 marks
to be cut with router

Bowl with grooves cut
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Bowl with blocks glued in. Turned bowl showing shapes
of inserts

Hollowing out with Sorby hollowing tool Reverse chuck to turn base

The finished bowl.
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Cherry log turned to round
and spigot formed on each
end.

Decide on shape and mark
out.

Starting to shape top piece.

Shape outside of base then
hollow out.

Form a recess to accept
top of coffee pot

Drill hole through and turn
spigot to fit base.

Fit base onto neck. Turning neck to shape. Bryan helping out for
sanding.

Reverse neck and turn
inside of top.

To make spout turn up round and
drill through.

Turn outside to shape and
form spigot to fit into base.
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A helping hand to drill base
for spout.

Pieces shown
assembled.

Decide on handle
shape and cut out
with bandsaw

Sand up and round
by hand using home
made drum sander.

Examples of Peter's coffee pots.

Brian showing the toy he
had made.

And how rude it can be
by sticking its tongue out
and protruding eyes.

The bottom unscrewed
showing threads on
segmented inlay.
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For the computerists, a bit of Rural Australian Computer Terminology

A  little bit of Aussie culcha:

LOG ON:                    Adding wood to make the barbie hotter

LOG OFF:                   Not adding any more wood to the barbie.

MONITOR:                 Keeping an eye on the barbie.

DOWNLOAD:            Getting the firewood off the Ute.

HARD DRIVE:            Making the trip back home without any cold tinnies.

KEYBOARD:               Where you hang the Ute keys.

WINDOW:                    What you shut when the weather's cold.

SCREEN:                     What you shut in the mozzie season.

BYTE:                            What mozzies do

MEGABYTE:               What Townsville mozzies do.

CHIP:                              A pub snack.

MICROCHIP:           What's left in the bag after you've eaten the chips.

MODEM:                       What you did to the lawns.

LAPTOP:                       Where the cat sleeps.

SOFTWARE:               Plastic knives & forks you get at Red Rooster.

HARDWARE:               Stainless steel knives & forks - from K-Mart.

MOUSE:                  The small rodent that eats the grain in the shed.

MAINFRAME:               What holds the shed up.

WEB:                               What spiders make.

WEBSITE:                     Usually in the shed or under the verandah.

SEARCH ENGINE:     What you do when the Ute won't go.
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CURSOR:                     What you say when the Ute won't go.

YAHOO:                         What you say when the Ute does go.

UPGRADE:                   A steep hill.

SERVER:            The person at the pub who brings out the counter lunch.

MAIL SERVER:        The bloke at the pub who brings out the counter lunch.

USER:                           The neighbour who keeps borrowing things.

NETWORK:             What you do when you need to repair the fishing net.

INTERNET:                Where you want the fish to go.

NETSCAPE:           What the fish do when they discover a hole in the net.

ONLINE:                      Where you hang the washing.

OFFLINE:    Where the washing ends up when the pegs  aren't strong enough.

Hymns for The Rest Home

1. "Just A 'Slower' Walk With Thee"
2. "It Is Well With My Soul", But My Knees Hurt
3. "Nobody Knows The Trouble I 'Have Seeing'"
4. "Precious Lord, Take My Hand", And Help Me Up From My Chair
5. "Count Your Many 'Birthdays', Count Them One By One"
6. "Go Tell It On A Mountain", But Speak Up a Bit
7. "Give Me The Old 'Timers' Religion"
8. "Guide Me O Thou Great Jehovah", I've Forgotten Where I've Parked The
      Car …

True love
Man sitting in the pub with his wife and he says, "I love you."
She asks, "Is that you or the beer talking?"
He replies, "It's me....................

........talking to the beer."
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Revolutions 20, 2011

The ‘Mouseman’ will be in attendance again this year and would much appreciate
any ready turned bodies from club members.

Instructions for turning and making a mouse body

Use any hard wood offcut-8 inches long (200mm) by 38mm square this will
make 3 mice. Turn on the lathe between centres to a round, approx. 36mm
diameter.

Using a 9mm gouge turn the shape of the body and finish with the skew.

Note - the nose of the mouse points towards the head stock and its rear to the tail
stock. Part off the body with the skew and finish nose with an ordinary chisel.

To drill for ears and tail use a 3mm drill in a Jacobs chuck fixed in the head stock. To
mark out for drilling for ears, use a small pointed tool, measure 12mm from nose end
and 12mm apart. The tail has been marked by the revolving centre. Drill the holes
6mm deep.

Sand and polish and your mouse body and it is now ready for the Revolutions 2011.

The usual high demand for tops is to be expected, so they will also be much
appreciated.

Setting up will be on Thursday, May 26th from 5pm to 7pm and Revolutions
will be open from the Friday until the following Friday, June 3rd.
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Editorial

As can be seen in this issue, I am using more photos and less text.  This is
simply because I have only been able to attend one meeting - in December,
Barbara and I were twiddling our thumbs in Malta, on that worst day of a
holiday - the one when you can’t really do anything much because your pick-
up for the flight home is early in the afternoon!

In February, I made it to the Club lunch on the Sunday - and took a few photos
(see front cover)  - but Barbara did the driving!  I could barely stay awake, as
had been the case for the two days previous and though it wouldn’t have
worried me too much, dozing off at the meeting, dozing off at the wheel is
rather more to be avoided - and Barbara wasn’t free to drive me on the
Saturday!

Anyway, I think the pictures are far more interesting than any blurb of mine -
though I have filled a couple of pages with jokes I’ve found or been sent!

 Here’s another

Imponderables

1.   If you take an Oriental person and spin him around several times, does he
      become disoriented?
2.   If people from Poland are called Poles, why aren't people from Holland
      called Holes?
3.   Do infants enjoy infancy as much as adults enjoy adultery?
4.   If a pig loses its voice, is it disgruntled?
5.   If love is blind, why is lingerie so popular?
6.   Why is the man who invests all your money called a broker?
7.   When cheese gets its picture taken, what does it say?
8.   Why is a person who plays the piano called a pianist but a person who
      drives a racing car not called a racist?
9.   Why are a wise man and a wise guy opposites?
10. Why do overlook and oversee mean opposite things?
11. Why isn't the number 11 pronounced onety one?
12. 'I am' is reportedly the shortest sentence in the English language; could it
      be that 'I do' is the longest sentence?
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